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Abstract: Defining entropy increase as a change from order to disorder is misleading at best and incorrect at
worst. Although Boltzmann described it this way in 1898, he did so innocently in the sense that he had never
calculated the numerical values of W using ∆S = kBln (W/W0) (because this equation was not stated, kB was not
known, and W0 was indeterminable before 1900–1912). Prior publications have demonstrated that the word
“disorder” is misleading in describing entropy change. In this paper, convincing evidence is provided that no
starting system above ca. 1 K can be said to be orderly so far as the distribution of its energy (the fundamental
determinant of entropy) is concerned. This is supported by a simple calculation showing that any system with “a
practical state of zero entropy” has an incomprehensibly large number of microstates.

Recently, Lambert showed examples of how beginning
students can be seriously misled by the long-accepted
definition of entropy as disorder [1a] and urged that entropy
change be measured by the change in dispersal of motional
molecular energy involving temperature [1b, 2]. This approach
has been adopted by many authors for the new editions of their
general chemistry texts [3]. Even students of moderate ability
can visualize that violently energetic, speeding gas molecules
will spontaneously move into an evacuated chamber or mix
with another gas. Such processes, as well as heating a gas—
whereby many more molecular speeds become possible at
higher temperatures—can all be summarized as increases in
entropy, examples of greater energy dispersal at constant or at
changed temperature.
More able students can be led further to molecular
thermodynamics—to the distribution of molecular energies on
many discrete energy levels, to such distributions that are most
probable on multiple energy levels, and to any one of those
distributions of indistinguishable molecules being called a
microstate. Finally, the fundamental nature of the dispersal of
energy in a system is described by the system’s total energy
being in any one of a very large number of accessible
microstates at any one instant; the larger the number, the
greater is the dispersal of energy.
Many older texts, however, still use the historic but
inadequate description of “entropy is disorder” referring this to
Boltzmann who laid the foundation for the statistical approach
to thermodynamics (for instance, the number of microstates
can be calculated using the Boltzmann distribution of the
number of particles among discrete energy levels). An
intriguing question can, therefore, be posed: How could an
original thinker like Boltzmann make such an egregious error?
Addressing this issue is important in today’s teaching because
our students in general chemistry, if learning that entropy
change is the transition from order to disorder, are returned to
the science of Boltzmann in 1898.
Several articles have shown that the second part of this
statement is incorrect, that is, that disorder is a needless and
misleading insertion between entropy change and its

explanation via change in the number of accessible microstates
for the energy of the system [1a, 2b, 3]. In this paper, we shall
show that the first part of this old definition of entropy change
is also misleading. According to modern calculations, there is
no evident order in the almost unimaginable numbers of
microstates in any system above ca. 1 K.
Although "entropy as the measure of the disorder
(Unordnung)" had been stated occasionally before 1898 [4], in
his influential Lectures on Gas Theory, Part II, published that
year, Boltzmann was the first to strongly emphasize entropy
change as “order to disorder” [5]; however, Sommerfeld, his
successor as a professor of theoretical physics in Munich,
stated that this was not based on calculations [6]. Boltzmann in
1898 could not do any calculations using his famous equation
(eq 1) because its final form was given only in 1906 by Planck
[6]:
S = kB lnW/W0 = kB lnW

(1)

where W is the number of microstates available for the
system at its temperature and kB = R/NA is Boltzmann’s
constant, which was first stated and calculated by Planck in
1900 [7b].
In addition, Boltzmann could not have had a valid
quantitative way to evaluate his "complexions" (equivalent to
modern microstates) because the distribution of energy among
discrete levels via quantum mechanics was not developed until
long after his death. Finally, Boltzmann's “probabilities” (W)
had no reference value, no W0, prior to the third law, whose
basis (W0 = 1) was established between 1906 and 1912 [7a];
therefore, Boltzmann's error in stating “entropy is disorder”
was innocent. It is from his quasi-quantitative treatment, still
far advanced for his time, that he concluded that a
nonequilibrium system left to itself “rapidly proceeds to the
disordered most probable state” and, therefore, was “initially in
a very ordered—and therefore very improbable—state” [5a].
Note that some simple definition of entropy was essential at
that time for opposing the Newtonian deterministic views on
the nature of molecular motion. Thus, Boltzmann should be
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given considerable credit for this metaphor in his time that is
qualitatively correct in illustrating low-temperature, secondorder phase transitions, which are rightfully called order–
disorder transitions [8]. Also, in many special fields, experts
use order and disorder informally as a rough estimate of
entropy changes or differences in systems. Our principal
concern here is the instruction of students in beginning and in
elementary physical chemistry courses.
Why can we not continue using this metaphor today in a
fully general sense? Numbers make the difference. By
multiplying both parts of eq 1 by Avogadro’s number (kBNA =
R), Pitzer indicated that for one mole of a substance at “a
practical zero of entropy” (S = 0.0001R = 0.00083 J mol–1 K–1),
W is of the order of 1026,000,000,000,000,000,000, its number of
microstates [9]. Obviously, this measure of the possible
microstates, in any one of which the energy of the system
might be at any instant (the basic determinant of entropy), at
this temperature cannot be called order in human terms! Using
the Debye formula Cp = aT3, where a = 233.78R/Θ03 (Θ is the
critical Debye temperature) [10] and integrating dS = CpdT,
one can calculate that this “practical zero” of entropy
corresponds to 1 to 4 K. This means that any system above ca.
1 K has an unimaginable number of microstates; thus, order is
a poor metaphor to describe the distribution of energy in any
system prior to its change to disorder [11]. The only proper
description of entropy change in molecular thermodynamics
involves change in the dispersion of energy for a system as a
function of temperature, and that is measured by the change in
the number of accessible microstates.
Even though analogies and metaphors are indispensable in
teaching chemistry and physics, the 100 years of persistence of
wrongly defining entropy as disorder shows that both scientists
and educators should be extremely careful in setting the limits
of their applications.
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